Towards graduation – info for doctoral students at the School of Science 15.11.2018

For whom: An information session for doctoral students at the Doctoral Programme in Science who will start the pre-examination in the near future. Open for anyone interested.

Content: Pre-examination, publishing of a dissertation, presentation of the Aalto publication platform, public display of the dissertation, public defense, graduation, experiences and tips from a recently graduated doctor

Time: Thursday 15 November 2018 at 16:15-18:00

Place: TUAS-building, lecture hall AS4 (Maarintie 8, 1st floor)

Programme:

- Refreshments from 16:00 onwards
- Pre-examination to graduation process – Planning Officer Emma Holmlund
- Short break
- Experiences and tips from a graduated doctor / Dr. Vilen Looga
- Publishing of a dissertation – Information specialist Laura Mure

Coffee, tea, and something savory will be served!

Please sign up by 8 November here!